Going on an Adventure Rack

To be placed on a 1”x6” board that is 18” long. (The actual board comes a little under 1x6 which is perfect.)

The graphic is exactly 18” long and is 4.84” high at the highest point, which is the top of the wizard’s hat.

Print both pieces and carefully and cut them out with an X-acto knife. Tape them together so the seam does not show. Mod Podge onto your board and coat with more Mod Podge or other clear sealer.

Insert your hooks into the black bottom area, spaces as you desire.

For more details visit:
Lord of the Rings Rack Background

Fits a 1" x 6" x 18" board. (Remembering that the actual board you get is a little under those measurements because that’s how standard boards work. Trace the pattern onto your board matching up where shown. Remember, the silhouette of the Hobbits party will be placed over this on the bottom of the board so only part of the background images will show through.

- Background mountains. Suggested color: dark grey.
- Sky. Suggested color: light blue or light grey blue.

Match pattern here.
Background mountains: Suggested color: dark grey.

Sky: Suggested color: Light blue or light grey blue.

Sun: Suggested color: Orange of some type.

Match pattern here.